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Wood Fired Hot Tubs UK

Experience the soothing embrace of nature’s elements – Fire, Air, and Water. Surround yourself with the tranquil ambience of woodsmoke and the warmth of bubbling water, forging unforgettable memories that will endure a lifetime.



Best Seller




  Trustpilot




















Our most popular models



TimberIN hot tubs presents an extensive array of Wood fired hot tubs and Outdoor Saunas available for purchase in the UK. Our commitment to sustainability is reflected in the use of responsibly sourced timber from reliable suppliers in the construction of our wooden hot tubs. Each unit is equipped with a high-efficiency, top-grade steel stove, ensuring your peace of mind.
Our wood-fired hot tubs are meticulously crafted based on designs that have evolved over centuries. The true test comes from our customers, who have experienced and validated their excellence in the comfort of their own homes.

Explore our Outdoor Saunas
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Best seller!













Wood burning hot tub with integrated stove

				

From: €3,203
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20% OFF!













Wood Fired Hot Tub with Jets – TimberIN Rojal

				

From: €4,427 From: €3,689
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For 2 persons!













2 Person hot tub

				

From: €1,710
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Best Seller! 15 % OFF













Outdoor Wooden Sauna Pod – Iglu

				

From: €5,415 From: €4,551
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External burner













Wood fuelled hot tub with external heater

				

From: €2,282
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Spacious!













Square large hot tub

				

From: €2,399
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Electric!













Electric Hot Tub

				

From: €2,639
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Smart pellet!













Wood Pellet Fired hot tub

				

From: €3,121
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Outdoor SPA Hot Tub

				

From: €2,854
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Snorkel burner!













Swedish hot tub 4 person with snorkel wood stove

				

From: €2,628











What do we offer
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2 person wood fired hot tubs
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Popular outdoor garden hot tubs
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Wood fired hot tub heaters
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Wooden hot tubs




[image: Outdoor hot tub polypropylene]
Outdoor hot tubs polypropylene
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Outdoor garden saunas







Latest Blog Articles



	
Unwind Anywhere: Exploring the Benefits of Mobile Outdoor Hot Tubs

March 11, 2024 

In the fast-paced world we live in, finding moments of relaxation and tranquility is essential. Imagine having the luxury of […]


	
Do Wood Fired Hot Tubs Need Electricity?

January 29, 2024 

Wood-fired hot tubs offer a rustic and natural way to enjoy a relaxing soak, but many people wonder if they […]


	
Navigating Regulations: Do You Need a Permit for Your Outdoor Sauna?

January 8, 2024 

Outdoor saunas are a delightful addition to any home, offering a space for relaxation and rejuvenation. However, before embarking on […]


	
Winter Bliss: How Outdoor Saunas Embrace the Chill

December 25, 2023 

As winter blankets the world in a serene layer of snow, the allure of an outdoor sauna becomes even more […]








Embrace Nature with Wood Fired Hot Tubs – A Guide to the Perfect Soak

A wood-fired hot tub is the epitome of a natural and authentic outdoor bathing experience. In a world dominated by synthetic materials, the appeal of a wooden hot tub lies in its genuine aesthetic and minimal use of artificial components. This article explores the reasons why a wood-fired hot tub is a compelling choice, from its natural appearance and feel to the aromatic essence of real wood. We’ll also delve into the advantages of wood hot tubs being available as DIY kits, allowing enthusiasts to personalize their soaking experience.

Why Choose a Wood Fired Hot Tub?

	Natural Appearance and Feel: A wood-fired hot tub adds a touch of nature to your bathing experience. The genuine feel of wood emphasizes authenticity, creating a unique atmosphere that cannot be replicated with synthetic materials.
	Minimal Use of Artificial Materials: Unlike other materials, wood-fired hot tubs use minimal artificial components. This contributes to the creation of a harmonious and natural bathing environment, enhancing the overall experience.
	Aroma of Real Wood: The distinct aroma of real wood enhances the natural experience and contributes to a sense of relaxation. The pleasant scent of wood transforms the act of bathing into a sensory delight, making it more than just a routine.
	DIY Enthusiast’s Dream: Wood-fired hot tubs can be delivered as DIY kits, catering to the hands-on homeowner. The self-assembly feature allows DIY enthusiasts to infuse their personal touch, designing the setup according to their preferences. This adds a layer of satisfaction to the overall experience, knowing you’ve played a part in creating your relaxation haven.
	Timeless and Elegant Look: Wood gives the hot tub a timeless and elegant appearance that seamlessly integrates into various garden styles. The natural aesthetics of wood contribute to the overall visual appeal, making it not just a functional element but a statement piece in your outdoor space.


In conclusion, opting for a wood-fired hot tub is a decision that goes beyond the practical aspects of bathing. It’s about embracing nature, enjoying a genuine experience, and customizing your relaxation space. From the aroma of real wood to the minimal use of artificial materials, a wood-fired hot tub offers a holistic and immersive journey into the world of outdoor bathing. Whether you choose it for its DIY potential or the timeless elegance it brings to your garden, a wood-fired hot tub is a commendable investment in both luxury and well-being.
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Unwind in Style: Exploring the Benefits of Wood Fire Heated Hot Tubs

A wood fire heated hot tub opens up a world of outdoor possibilities, whether you’re looking for a refreshing cold plunge or a soothing warm soak. The key to heating this outdoor haven lies in a specialized oven, which can be either wood-fired or electrically powered. In this article, we’ll delve into the unique features and advantages of a wood fire heated hot tub, highlighting its versatility, environmental benefits, and the sensory experience it offers.

Why Choose a Wood Fire Heated Hot Tub?

	Versatile Outdoor Enjoyment: An outdoor hot tub can transform into a cold plunge pool or a warm bathtub, catering to your preferences and the changing seasons. The tub’s temperature is controlled by a specially designed oven, ensuring a comfortable and enjoyable water temperature for any occasion.
	Wood-Fired Option: Opting for a wood fire heated hot tub is an environmentally friendly and natural choice. This option requires no electrical energy, making it ideal for remote locations without access to power. Experience not only the effective warmth provided by the wood-fired oven but also the delightful crackling sounds and the aromatic scent of wood during your bathing ritual.
	Enjoyment of Wood Fire: The wood-fired oven not only efficiently warms the water but also adds a visual spectacle to your outdoor retreat. The pleasant crackling of the wood and the enticing scent create a serene and relaxing bathing atmosphere, elevating your experience beyond the ordinary.
	Electric Option: For those seeking convenience and precise temperature control, a wood fire heated hot tub with an electric oven is an excellent choice. No need to worry about stoking the fire or clearing ash—simply set your desired temperature using the convenient remote control and relax. This option is perfect for those who prefer a hassle-free approach to their outdoor relaxation.


In conclusion, a wood fire heated hot tub is a versatile and environmentally conscious choice for outdoor enthusiasts. Whether you’re drawn to the natural allure of wood-fired heating or the convenience of an electric option, these hot tubs offer a unique blend of relaxation and sensory enjoyment. From the crackling sounds of a wood fire to the refreshing cold plunge, these tubs provide a customizable and immersive experience, turning your outdoor space into a haven of tranquility. Consider the benefits of a wood fire heated hot tub and elevate your relaxation routine with this exceptional outdoor indulgence.









Embrace the Elements: Discover the Wonders of a Wood Burning Hot Tub

A wood-burning hot tub in your outdoor space is a game-changer, allowing you to revel in the beauty of nature even during chilly and inclement weather. Imagine soaking in a warm hot tub while snowflakes or raindrops gently fall around you. This article explores the allure of outdoor hot tubs, the joy of disconnecting from digital distractions, and the significant role they play in promoting a healthy lifestyle.

Why Choose a Wood Burning Hot Tub for Your Outdoor Oasis?

	Outdoor Enjoyment in Any Weather: A wood-burning hot tub lets you embrace the outdoors, even in cold and challenging weather conditions. The pleasure of sitting in a warm hot tub while snow or rain enhances the overall outdoor experience, making it an ideal choice for those who seek nature’s embrace regardless of the elements.
	Unplugged Relaxation: Picture the tranquility of being outdoors without the constant buzz of smartphones and technology. A wood-burning hot tub creates a haven of serenity, offering a space free from digital distractions. Immerse yourself in the soothing warmth and ambiance, allowing your mind to unwind without interruptions.
	Quality Time with Loved Ones: Utilize your time in the wood-burning hot tub to connect with family and friends. Engaging in genuine conversations and fostering personal connections in this serene outdoor setting creates unforgettable moments that help alleviate the stress of daily life. Share laughter and stories while enjoying the therapeutic benefits of warm water.
	Promoting a Healthy Lifestyle: Incorporating a wood-burning hot tub into your outdoor space and spending more time surrounded by nature contribute significantly to a healthy lifestyle. The combination of fresh air, the natural environment, and relaxation plays a crucial role in enhancing both your physical and mental well-being. It’s a holistic approach to self-care that goes beyond the traditional spa experience.


In conclusion, a wood-burning hot tub is not just a luxurious addition to your outdoor space; it’s a gateway to a healthier, more balanced lifestyle. By immersing yourself in the elements, disconnecting from technology, and sharing quality moments with loved ones, you are creating a sanctuary of well-being. Consider the myriad benefits of a wood-burning hot tub – from enjoying nature in any weather to fostering genuine connections – and elevate your outdoor experience to new heights. Embrace the elements and let a wood-burning hot tub become the centerpiece of your wellness journey.
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Choosing the Perfect Wooden Hot Tub: A Comprehensive Guide to Your Outdoor Wellness Experience

Investing in a wooden hot tub is not just a commitment to your well-being but a transformative addition to your outdoor space. This comprehensive guide will walk you through key considerations, from choosing the right wood to size, heating options, and luxurious features. Discover how to turn your dream of a wooden hot tub into a reality, creating a personal outdoor wellness haven.

Choosing the Wood: Quality and Durability

Traditional Woods: Wooden hot tubs are often crafted from various wood types, with Spruce and Thermowood being popular choices. Both are renowned for their natural resistance to weathering and insects.

Thermowood: For exceptional durability, Thermowood stands out. Subjected to heat treatment, it enhances its resilience and moisture resistance, ensuring a long-lasting hot tub.

Size and Capacity: Tailoring to Your Needs

Occupancy: Consider the number of people who will be using the hot tub. Various sizes cater to couples and larger groups, ensuring everyone can enjoy a relaxing soak.

Space Requirements: Evaluate the available space in your garden meticulously. Factor in surroundings for seamless integration into your outdoor environment.

Heating Options: Wood Stove or Electricity

Wood Stove: Opting for a wood stove not only adds rustic charm but also provides an authentic and relaxing bathing experience. Keep in mind the additional effort for heating.

Electric Heating: Modern hot tubs offer electric heating systems for convenient and straightforward use. Ideal for regular use without the need for constantly tending to the wood.

Luxury Features: Enhancing Comfort

Massage Functions: Some hot tubs come equipped with built-in massage jets for added comfort and wellness benefits.

LED Lighting: Create a captivating evening atmosphere with a hot tub featuring LED lighting.

Care and Maintenance: Tips for Long-Lasting Enjoyment

Cover: Invest in a high-quality cover to protect your hot tub from debris and retain heat. Choose one that can withstand local weather conditions.

Cleaning: Regular cleaning and water maintenance are crucial for water quality. Use appropriate cleaning products and monitor pH levels regularly.

Turning Your Wooden Hot Tub Dream into Reality

Purchasing a wooden hot tub is not just about well-being; it’s an enhancement for your outdoor space. With careful considerations regarding wood type, size, heating, and additional features, you can confidently find the perfect hot tub for your needs. Enjoy serene hours and create your personalized outdoor wellness paradise with a high-quality wooden hot tub.









Dive into Tranquility: A Comprehensive Guide to Choosing a Log-Fired Burning Hot Tub

Transforming your outdoor space with a log-fired burning hot tub promises a haven of relaxation right in your own backyard. Before making the purchase, however, it’s essential to consider key factors to ensure that your choice aligns perfectly with your needs and preferences. This guide provides valuable insights into what to contemplate before investing in a log-fired burning hot tub, ensuring your wellness retreat is tailored to perfection.

Considerations Before Purchasing a Log-Fired Burning Hot Tub:

	Budget Planning: Begin by outlining the budget you’re willing to invest in your log-fired burning hot tub. This proactive approach streamlines the selection process and prevents unnecessary overspending.
	Optimal Garden Position: Identify the perfect location in your garden for your new wellness sanctuary. Consider factors like sunlight exposure, privacy, and accessibility to create an ideal setting.
	Preparing the Ground: Ensure you prepare a stable and water-free surface where the hot tub will be permanently placed. A well-prepared base ensures a solid foundation for enduring enjoyment.
	Choosing the Right Supplier: Conduct thorough research to find a reputable supplier. Explore online reviews to consider the experiences of other customers and make an informed decision.
	Size and Model Decision: Think about the desired size and model of the hot tub based on your individual needs and the available space in your garden.
	Water Heating Methods: Decide on the heating method for the water in your log-fired burning hot tub. Options include wood-fired heating, electric heating, or other alternatives.
	Design Choices: Consider whether you prefer a natural finish or if you’d like artificial materials such as fiberglass or polypropylene integrated into the design.
	Additional Features: Explore additional features such as massage systems, LED lighting, or filtration systems that can further customize your bathing experience.
	Delivery Preparation: Ensure you’re prepared for the delivery. Clarify logistics details in advance to guarantee a smooth process.


The purchase of a log-fired burning hot tub is an investment in your personal oasis of well-being. Through careful planning and considerations regarding budget, location, design, and additional features, you can ensure that your new wellness experience perfectly aligns with your vision. Immerse yourself in a world of relaxation and rejuvenation in your own garden with a personalized log-fired burning hot tub.
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1. Why should I consider purchasing a wooden hot tub?


Wooden hot tubs offer a unique and historical charm, reminiscent of castles and palaces.
Equipped with wood-burning stoves, they provide a royal experience with minimal effort.
Stylish appearance and versatility make them an awesome addition to any setting.






2. What sizes are available for the wooden hot tubs?


Our hot tubs come in various sizes, catering to different needs.
Ranging from intimate two-person tubs to spacious models accommodating up to fifteen individuals.
Our best-selling model comfortably fits up to six people.






3. When can I use my wooden hot tub?


Suitable for year-round use with the flexibility of hot or cold water.
Perfect for a refreshing dip in the summer and a relaxing hot tub experience in the winter.
Consider pairing it with one of our wooden saunas for the ultimate relaxation.






4. How long will my wooden hot tub last, and how can I extend its lifespan?


With proper care, your wooden hot tub can last at least 10 years.
Semi-annual treatment with linseed oil and wood protection agents is recommended.
Cleaning the interior with non-caustic soap and avoiding painting or treating the inside ensures longevity.






5. Where can I place my wooden hot tub?


Ensure stable, flat ground for placement, preferably on gravel, wood chips, or stone/concrete tiles.
Avoid placing directly on dirt or grass; a drainage system may be advisable.
Follow specific guidelines for solid timber barrels and Kirami plastic interior tubs.






6. What materials are used in the construction of the wooden hot tub?


Our hot tubs are made from the finest quality Spruce or Thermwood.
These materials are strong, elastic, durable, and highly warp-resistant, ensuring a long-lasting product.
Thermowood provides a beautiful appearance for you and your guests to appreciate.






7. Does my wooden hot tub come fully assembled?


We offer both options – fully assembled and DIY assembly.
Assembly is straightforward, utilizing the “tongue and groove” principle with standard tools.






8. Are there special set-up instructions for the wooden hot tub?


Yes, detailed construction manuals are provided with each purchase.
Assembly involves matching wood components using the “tongue and groove” method, requiring standard tools and a little time.






9. What is the recommended method for filling a wooden hot tub?


For the initial fill, use a hose to reach the 4-inch (10 cm) mark and leave it overnight to allow the wood to swell.
Gradually increase water capacity, adding four inches (10 cm) daily until the hot tub reaches 80% capacity.
This process ensures the wood swells consistently, contributing to the longevity of your wooden hot tub.






10. How do I operate my wooden hot tub?


After the initial filling process, subsequent fills are easy. Fill the hot tub with a garden hose up to 80% capacity.
You can use water from a lake, river, or ocean, but ensure the stove surface is covered by at least 1.5 inches when the heater is inside.
Never heat the hot tub when empty to avoid fire or irreparable damage. Do not empty it until the stove has cooled down.






11. What can I add to the hot tub water?


Enhance your experience by adding natural and biodegradable products like salt, herbal extracts, or essential oils.
Avoid non-biodegradable products to prevent bacterial/algae growth in the water.






12. How long does the water take to heat up?


Heating time varies based on tub size, burner efficiency, water temperature, and weather conditions.
Generally, it takes 3-6 hours, and the temperature can be regulated by adjusting wood and air supply to the heater.






13. How do I manage the ash from the oven?


Remove ash frequency depends on usage—recommendations are once a month for infrequent users and weekly for frequent users.
Use a shovel or our specially designed ash-removal shovel for optimal results.






14. How do I drain the wooden hot tub?


Use the drainage valve and connect a hose for easy water release.
Changing the water is only necessary when needed, not after each use.






15. How do I manage water cleanliness, and why is my hot tub water green?


Watch for algae growth or a greasy film; these indicate the need for water change.
Use a UV-purification system, but avoid chlorinated supplements to preserve the wood.






16. My new wooden hot tub is leaking. Is this normal?


Yes, it’s normal due to the natural properties of wood.
Over time, the wood will swell and settle, resolving the issue.






17. How long can I leave my wooden hot tub empty?


Avoid prolonged empty periods to prevent drying, warping, and loss of density.
If left empty, follow specific instructions for rehydration and consistent floor support.






18. Is my wooden hot tub portable? What is its weight?


Yes, it’s portable for yard redesigns or landscaping.
Weight varies based on size, ranging from 100 to 300 kg empty.






19. How does the tub seal itself during filling?


The tub achieves a watertight seal through natural wood swelling as water is absorbed.
Expect some dripping initially; this is normal, and the tub will seal itself over a few days to a week.






20. Why choose a wood-fired hot tub over an electric one?


Wood-fired hot tubs offer cost-effectiveness with low running costs and easy maintenance.
Their unique and stylish design, using a blend of traditional and modern materials, sets them apart from electric alternatives.
The experience of using wood for heating adds a theatrical and fun element, and the option to add an electric heater provides convenience.






21. Is water pH important for my tub?


Yes, the recommended pH for your hot tub is between 7.2 and 7.8.
Testing with strips allows you to adjust pH with additives. Maintaining the right pH prevents corrosion, skin irritation, stains, and cloudy water.






22. Do you offer models that can be delivered flat-packed for self-assembly?


Yes, all wooden hot tubs (without inner liners) can be delivered flat-packed for self-assembly.
This option is ideal for locations with difficult access, such as narrow roads or pathways leading to the garden.






23. Wooden hot tub vs fiberglass/polypropylene hot tub?


Wooden hot tubs are natural, requiring maintenance and may experience leakage initially.
Fiberglass and polypropylene models have liners for leak prevention and lower maintenance, offering customization and various SPA accessories.






24. Do wood-fired hot tubs bubble?


Yes, hydromassage or air bubble massage systems can be installed in wood-fired hot tubs.






25. Which hot tubs are the best?


We recommend hot tub models with fiberglass or polypropylene liners for minimal maintenance and leak-free performance.






26. What is a wooden hot tub?


A wooden hot tub is a bathing barrel made of wood, typically installed with a wood-fired stove or an electric heater.






27. How much do hot tubs cost to run?


On average, one bath should cost between 2 to 4 EUR, depending on the heating element used.






28. How much do hot tubs cost?


Prices vary, with the cheapest models starting from 1500 EUR and higher-end models reaching up to 10000 EUR, depending on factors like size and features.






29. Are hot tubs good for you?


Yes, hot tubs are believed to offer health-related benefits, promote relaxation, combat depression, and provide quality time with family or friends.






30. What hot tub chemicals do I need?


AquaFinesse, with an organic lavender scent, is an environmentally-friendly water treatment option.
Certified by independent testing organizations worldwide, AquaFinesse ensures safety and skin-friendliness.






31. How much do hot tubs weigh?


Fiberglass models are the lightest at ca. 150 kg, Wellness models weigh around 150 kg, Ofuro models around 100 kg.
Polypropylene models vary from ca. 180 kg to 280 kg, rectangular ones from ca. 250 kg to 400 kg, and wooden models from ca. 250 kg to 400 kg based on diameter and wood type.






32. How often should I change hot tub water?


Water should be changed after each use, unless mild water treatment chemicals or a filtration system is employed.






33. How should exterior wooden parts be maintained?


Exterior wooden parts should be oiled twice a year with linseed oil or alternative wood maintenance solutions.
Panels can also be painted or stained for added protection.






34. What are the different wood types for outdoor hot tubs?


Siberian Spruce is affordable with a light shade.
Siberian Larch is insect-resistant and sturdy.
Thermo wood is moisture-resistant, decay-proof, and lightweight.
Siberian Oak is a luxurious option with higher maintenance needs.






35. What diameter should I choose?


Fiberglass models come in 1600mm, 1800mm, and 2000mm internal diameter, accommodating 2-8 people.
Wooden and polypropylene models range from 1600mm to 2200mm.






36. What is the difference between internal and external heaters?


External heaters provide more space inside the hot tub and can be placed further away.
Internal heaters minimize heat loss but take up space within the hot tub.






37. What is the ideal water temperature?


The recommended temperature is 38˚C, but it depends on bather preferences. Caution for bathers with cardiovascular conditions.






38. How long does it take for water to heat?


Heating time varies based on factors like hot tub size, insulation, starting water temperature, and outside conditions.
During warmer months, an 1800mm hot tub may heat to 38˚C in ~2-2.5 hours.






39. I plan on using chemicals. What kind of heater should I use?


By default, our heaters are made of 316-grade stainless steel which means they are resistant to various chemicals.






40. Are there chemical-free water care options?


Yes, options include a sand filter with a UVC lamp, herbal solutions, and salt- or mineral-based water care products.






41. How often should I change the water?


Without filters or chemicals, change the water at least twice a week, depending on use.
Filters and chemical water care extend the water’s good condition for longer periods.






42. How can I fill the hot tub?


Simply use a garden hose, lowering it over the edge. Optionally, install a stainless steel connection/water inlet with a ball valve on the side.






43. How can I empty the hot tub?


All hot tubs have a water drain, with variations in shape and functionality.
Fiberglass models with integrated heaters have an external water tap, while others have a siphon with a plug.






44. Can I purchase a hot tub without a heater if I already have one?


Certainly, all models are available without a heater. Email your selection, and we’ll provide the final price without the heater.






45. How can I keep the water warm for longer?


Invest in insulation for walls, bottom, and lid. Cover the hot tub after bathing to slow down heat loss.






46. If I order SPA equipment, where can I hide the pumps?


We provide a wooden box for electrical equipment. Fiberglass models hide pumps between the liner and wood decoration.






47. Do I need professional assistance in connecting electrical equipment?


Massage pumps, filters, and LED lights have standard plugs. Electric heaters require installation by certified electricians, with various voltage options.






48. What is the power consumption of an electric heater?


Power consumption = heating time (hours) x electric heater power (kW).
Example: 6kW heater running for 2.5 hours consumes 15kWh.






49. Can I use my hot tub in winter?


Yes, hot tubs are designed for year-round use. Follow our winter care guide for proper maintenance.






50. Should I prepare a foundation for my hot tub?


No special foundation is necessary, but ensure the ground is flat to prevent deformations.






51. What is the lifespan of a hot tub?


With proper maintenance, a minimum of 10 years.
Fiberglass and polypropylene models have greater durability compared to wooden ones, which demand more care.






52. What is the difference between air bubble massage and hydromassage?


Air bubble massage system (12 jets) offers a gentler effect, available for all models.
Hydromassage system (6 chromed jets) provides a stronger effect but is not available for wooden models.






53. How is the external heater connected?


Two stainless steel pipes (Ø50mm) are installed on the side, connected to the heater via approx 70 cm heat-resistant hoses secured with clamps.
Ensure heater hoses are straight and lower hoses are parallel to the ground, avoiding angles.






54. How can I regulate the water temperature?


Electric heater has a built-in thermostat for temperature control.
For wood-burning heaters, regulate water temperature by measuring with a thermometer and adding cold water if needed.






55. What is the best firewood for my wood-burning heater?


Dry, dense, calorie-rich wood like alder, oak, and maple is recommended.
Biomass (fuel briquettes) is suitable, but coal is strictly prohibited to prevent heater damage.






56. Should the hot tub be drained after each winter bath?


Generally, yes. Water should be drained, and pipes cleared.
Exceptions include mild temperatures above zero, adding salts to prevent freezing, or using a water freeze prevention heater.






57. What electric heater do we offer? Can it heat water alone? Where is it placed?


Quality Swedish electric heaters can heat water alone, eliminating the need for an additional wood-fired stove.
It is placed in a wooden box next to the tub’s wall, featuring a thermostat for temperature adjustment.






58. How many electric wires are there for a complete electric hot tub with all systems?


Two options:With an electric heater, a single main wire comes out, and the client installs the end plug.
Without an electric heater, each electric unit has its wire, but 2 or 3 LED lamps can share one plug.






59. What kind of wood is better: spruce, thermo wood or larch?


Each wood type has unique benefits. Spruce improves metabolism, cleanses the body, restores energy, and enhances mood.
Thermowood offers eco-friendliness, high wear resistance, and durability, with less susceptibility to rot or mold.
Larch improves mood, tones the body, and benefits the respiratory system, especially for asthmatics.






60. What is better, an internal or external heater?


Internal heaters offer charisma and atmosphere, being cost-effective.
External heaters are practical, aiding in cleaning and ash removal, with more space for people.






61. How many people fit in a Round Wooden Hot Tub?


Internal heater tubs accommodate 4-10 people based on tub size.
External heater tubs accommodate 4-12 people depending on dimensions.






62. How do I keep the water clean, do I need a filter?


If infrequently used, it’s advisable to empty the tub after each use.
Frequent use warrants connecting a sand filter to remove substances and fats from the water.






63. How does an external heater work?


External heaters connect easily with rubber hoses, heating water faster due to a special construction.
The double wall ensures water surrounds the fire pit, heating it over a large surface.






64. Can I leave the water inside the Tub during the winter?


It’s not recommended during persistent frost. Drain water, leave the drain valve open, and use insulation methods to prevent freezing.






65. How fast can I heat up?


Heating time depends on water volume and heater capacity.
With volumes from 700 to 3,600 liters and stoves with 24-35 KW capacity, the tub can reach a comfortable temperature in 1-3 hours.






66. What is “Thermo Wood”?


Thermo Wood undergoes steam and high-heat treatment, minimizing negatives and improving durability and color.
It’s resistant to rot, slightly resinous, and maintains its shape better due to less drying.






67. How can I maintain the wood?


Thermo Wood generally doesn’t require maintenance but may turn grey. To sustain the original color, use special tar oil and prevent wood from drying.






68. What is the difference between “bubbles system” and “HydroMassage System”?


The “bubble system” produces relaxing bottom-up bubbles and white noise.
The “HydroMassage System” offers a powerful water and air flow for a vigorous back massage. Using them together enhances the SPA effect.






69. Should I make any special preparations before delivery?


Ensure clear access from the kerbside drop-off to the final hot tub position.
Prepare the base beforehand and keep a garden hose and firewood ready for a swift start.






70. How much room do I need to fit a wood-fired hot tub?


Find dimensions under “Technical Specifications” on product pages.
Leave at least 50cm clearance on all sides for maintenance, with extra space in front for loading and cleaning.






71. What access is required to get the hot tub into position?


Check packaged dimensions under “Technical Specifications” to plan access.
Pay special attention to potential obstacles like window sills, taps, and pipes.






72. What maintenance do the stove and chimney require?


Minimal maintenance; periodic ash removal if good-quality logs are used.






73. Does the hot tub need a water supply?


A water supply is necessary for filling; a garden hose is sufficient, and no permanent plumbing is required.






74. Is an electrical supply required?


Standard wood-fired hot tubs operate without an electrical supply.
Accessories like lights and bubbles require an electrical connection; consult a qualified electrician for installation details.






75. How heavy is the hot tub when it arrives?


Find product weights in the Technical Specifications; recommend having 4-6 people for lifting upon delivery.






76.Is a special base required for the hot tub?


A special base is not mandatory, but the surface must be level and support up to 2,500kg (depending on tub size).
Suitable surfaces include decking, concrete, or a flat grass patch.






77. How should I dispose of ash from the stove?


Easily remove ash with provided tools.
Compost or use ash as a garden fertilizer.






78. Should I treat the timber exterior to maintain it?


Yes, use stain or products like linseed oil to protect the tub’s exterior from weather and moisture.






79. How do I clean the tub?


Allow the stove to cool before draining the tub to prevent damage.
Scrub internal surfaces with a brush and soap solution, then rinse and refill.
For tubs with liners, wipe surfaces thoroughly, then rinse and refill.






80. How often should I clean the tub?


Wooden hot tubs should be drained for cleaning every 2-3 days.
Use of chemicals or filtration systems can extend the cleaning interval for fibreglass or polypropylene liners.






81. How long does the tub take to fill?


Filling time depends on tub size, water pressure, and flow rate.
Estimate filling time by measuring hose fill rate and multiplying by the hot tub’s capacity.






82. How do I drain the water?


The hot tub has a bung at the bottom or an external drain tap for draining.






83. Can I add chlorine to the water?


Chlorine can be used for tubs with liners (fibreglass or polypropylene) to maintain water quality.






84. Should I use chemicals in the water?


Chemicals are optional for lined tubs and can extend the time between water changes.






85. How often should I change the water?


Wooden tubs without chemicals should have water changed every 2-3 days.
Lined tubs with chemicals or filtration systems can retain water quality for weeks.






86. Is it safe for children to use the hot tub?


Yes, with close supervision. Lower the temperature for comfort and ensure regular breaks for children.






87. Is there a limit to how long I should spend in my tub?


“Safe soak” times recommended from 15-30 minutes, with a maximum of 60 minutes at 40℃ water temperature.






88. Will there be a lot of smoke from the chimney?


Minimal smoke with heat logs or seasoned hardwood; avoid burning treated or painted wood to reduce smoke and tar buildup.






89. Can I use fuel other than wood?


No, using anything other than seasoned hardwood or heat logs will void the stove’s warranty and may cause damage.






90. How much wood will I need?


A larger hot tub typically requires 6-8 logs for heating from cold. Actual needs depend on tub size, weather, and when the tub was last used.






91. What type/size firewood should I buy?


We recommend using seasoned hardwood (moisture content <20%) or heat logs for optimal performance.






92. How long will the tub take to heat up?


Depending on factors like wood type, tub size, and weather, it takes 1-3 hours to reach temperature. From cold, expect 1.5-2 hours.






93. How do I control the stove?


Adjust the stove’s burn by manipulating the grates on the front. Opening grates increases airflow for a hotter burn, while closing them extends burn time.






94. How do I check the water temperature?


Use a pool thermometer after stirring the water with a paddle. Different tub areas may have varying temperatures.






95. What’s the recommended water temperature?


The recommended temperature is 39℃, but personal preference and weather conditions may lead to adjustments.






96. Will the hot tub wood fade over time?


Yes, the wood’s appearance changes naturally. Preserve the color by applying oils to the exterior parts and treating the wooden lid.






97. What should I do with the ash?


Dispose of cold ashes in the bin or use them as garden compost. Mix into the soil or add to a composting bin.






98. Will I need to clean out the boiler frequently?


No need for frequent cleaning. Wood will burn well as long as there’s room for air circulation. Ensure embers are out before cleaning and use a long-handled shovel for safety.
















Our Offices

https://www.outdoorwellness.co.uk/wood-log-fired-burning-hot-tubs-sale/

https://www.timberin.co.uk/wooden-hot-tubs-for-sale/

Badezuber Badefass Germany – https://www.aussenwellness.de/badezuber-badefass-whirlpool-kaufen/

Badefass Badezuber Germany – https://www.timberin.de/badezuber-badefass-badetonne-kaufen/

Badefass für Ihren Garten Germany – https://www.badetonneholz.de/badefass-badefaesser-hot-tub-holz-garten/

Bains nordiques France – https://www.bainnordiques.fr/

Bains nordiques France – https://www.spajardin.fr/bain-nordique-norvegien-scandinave-bois-prix-france/

Bains nordiques France – https://www.timberin.fr/achat-bain-nordique-scandinave-exterieur-bois-vente/

Hottub kopen Netherlands, Belgium – https://www.hottubhouten.nl/

Hottub kopen Netherlands, belgium – https://www.spabuiten.nl/

Hottub kopen Netherlands, Belgium – https://www.timberin.nl/hottub-kopen-aanbieding/

Jacuzzi tinaja exterior de madera Spain – https://www.bienestarairelibre.es/jacuzzi-tinaja-exterior-de-madera-spa/

Dézsafürdő – Fürdődézsa eladó Hungary – https://www.kertispa.hu/dezsafurdo-furdodezsa-elado-ar-velemenyek/

Vildmarksbad Denmark – https://www.vildmarksbadtre.dk/

Vildmarksbad Denmark – https://www.timberin.dk/vildmarksbad-bobler-glasfiber-dba-tilbud-thomas-salg/

Vasca tinozza idromassaggio da esterno in legno Italy – https://www.vascatinozzabotte.it/

Tinozza idromassaggio da esterno Italy – https://www.timberin.it/vasca-idromassaggio-tinozza-esterno-legno-giardino/

Badtunna Sweden – https://www.badtunnaspa.se/

Badestamp Norway – https://www.badestampselges.com/

Balie ogrodowe Poland – https://www.baliaogrodowa.pl/

Ogrodowe Balie Poland – https://www.timberin.pl/ogrodowe-balie-jacuzzi-kapielowe/
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